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We have performed first-principles investigations on the native defects in the half-metallic, ferro-
magnetic full Heusler alloys Co2TiZ (Z one of the group IV elements Si, Ge, Sn), determining their
formation energies and how they influence the transport properties. We find that the Co vacancies
(Vc), the TiSn as well as the CoZ or CoTi anti-sites exhibit the smallest formation energies. The
most abundant native defects were modeled as dilute alloys, treated with the coherent potential
approximation in combination with the multiple-scattering theory Green function approach. The
self-consistent potentials determined this way were used to calculate the residual resistivity via
the Kubo-Greenwood formula and, based on its energy dependence, the Seebeck coefficient of the
systems. The latter is shown to depend significantly on the type of defect, leading to variations
that are related to subtle, spin-orbit coupling induced, changes in the electronic structure above
the half-metallic gap. Two of the systems, VcCo and CoZ , are found to exhibit a negative Seebeck
coefficient. This observation, together with their low formation energy, offers an explanation for
the experimentally observed negative Seebeck coefficient of the Co2TiZ compounds as being due to
unintentionally created native defects.
PACS numbers: 71.20.Be,71.55.Ak,72.10.-d,72.15.Jf
I. INTRODUCTION
Intermetallic ternary compounds often possess special
electronic and magnetic properties that make them in-
teresting for technological applications. They manifest,
however, a natural tendency towards off-stoichiometry,
predictable from thermodynamic theory, which creates
natural (intrinsic) doping via vacancies, anti-sites, or
swaps.1 Therefore, thorough studies of native defects in
these materials are required prior to their incorporation
in actual devices. This holds particularly true for ferro-
magnetic half-metals in view of possible defect states be-
ing introduced in the half-metallic gap. The present work
addresses this issue for Ti-derived half-metallic Heusler
alloys. To motivate this research, we briefly review the
use of half-metals in spintronics.
One class of such materials, under intense scrutiny in
the last decades, are the Co-based Heusler alloys2–4 crys-
tallizing in the cubic L21 structure. Many of them are
predicted to be half-metallic, a property describing the
particular arrangement of the electronic states in which
one spin channel is characterized by metallic conduc-
tance while the other one is semiconducting. While this
makes them highly attractive for spintronics and spin-
caloric transport, technological achievements are still
rare, owing to the intrinsic complexity of these com-
pounds. For example, first-principles electronic struc-
ture calculations5,6 predicted 100 % spin polarization
near the Fermi energy in Co2MnSi, but it took several
more years of research and advanced sample prepara-
tion to provide experimental evidence in either bulk or
thin film phases.7,8 The theoretically predicted stability
of the Co2MnSi/MgO interface
9 soon found experimen-
tal validation.10 As a result, several successful imple-
mentations of Heusler-based magnetic tunnel junctions
(MTJ), with potential use as magnetic random access
memories (MRAM), have been reported.7,11–13 Consist-
ing of Co2MnSi, Co2FeSi, or Fe2CoSi with either MgO
or Al-O barriers, they are all characterized by extremely
large, several hundred percent, magneto-resistance ra-
tios. Other envisioned functionalities of half-metallic
Heusler compounds include the electrically14 and ther-
mally driven15,16 spin injection, or the magneto-caloric
memory device,17 which are yet to be accomplished ex-
perimentally.
Apart from Mn and Fe, early transition metals such
as titanium offer further possibilities to tune the half-
metallic properties and thus to open up novel applica-
tions. Thin films of Co2TiSi were grown on MgO
18 as well
as on GaAs substrates.19 In a previous study, we have
proposed a thermal spin injector based on a thin, lattice-
matched barrier layer of either Co2TiSi or Co2TiGe be-
tween metallic leads.16 Moreover, we could show that,
similar to the insulator case, the loss of half-metallicity
is localized within few atomic layers in the proximity of
the interface. Thus, its role in the filtering of transmis-
sion channels notwithstanding, we find the understanding
of the bulk transport properties of particular importance
for the design of Heusler-based heterostructures.
This aspect appears more critical when considering the
example of the half-metallic Co2TiZ compounds (Z =
Si, Ge, and Sn), which made the subject of an exten-
sive and exhaustive study.20 Ground-state properties, in-
cluding stable crystal structure, lattice constants, or spin
magnetic moments, derived from first-principles calcula-
tions agree with the experimental findings.3,20–22 On the
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2other hand, theory has failed so far to satisfactorily ex-
plain the transport properties of these systems, in par-
ticular the Seebeck coefficient, whose spin dependence is
at the core of many spin-caloric proposed applications.
While from the calculated electronic structure at and
around the Fermi energy one would expect a positive
Seebeck coefficient in all three Co2TiZ compounds,
16,20
measurements indicate negative values throughout the
whole temperature range, reaching −50 µV/K in the case
of Co2TiSn close to its Curie temperature.
20,23
This proved to be a rather puzzling finding in view of
the useful and robust information that can be extracted
from the Seebeck coefficient in semiconductors. There, a
positive (negative) Seebeck coefficient can be unambigu-
ously associated with a p-(n-)type doping of the semi-
conductor, a property that led to a rather common des-
ignation of conduction being either hole- or electron-like,
depending on the sign of S(T ).
Unlike in semiconductors, where its size can be in the
order of 102−103 µV/K, the Seebeck coefficient of metal-
lic and half-metallic systems is much smaller and thus
more sensitive even to small variations in the chemical
composition of the sample. This appears indeed to be the
case also for the Co2TiZ Heusler alloys, for which small
deviations from the 2:1:1 stoichiometry, deemed to qual-
ify as ”within the experimental error bars”, have been
reported.20
To what extent the native defects occurring in the
Co2TiZ systems may influence the thermoelectric prop-
erties is illustrated by the calculated Seebeck coefficient
displayed in Fig. 1. This figure, which summarizes the
main results we report in this paper, shows the S(T )
curves corresponding to the Co2TiSi Heusler compound
including selected intrinsic defects at 3 % atomic concen-
tration. As can be seen, the calculations reveal the oc-
currence of a broad range of values, apparently varying
between hole- and electron-like conduction, depending on
the various off-stoichiometric deviations considered.
We investigate here native point defects in the full
Heusler Co2TiZ alloys, including vacancies (Vc) on
different sublattices, anti-sites, and various sublattice
swaps, with emphasis on their formation energy and their
influence on both the electronic structure and transport
properties of the host material. Owing to the close-
packed character of the L21 structure we have deemed
more complex defects, e.g., interstitial site occupation,
dumb-bells, or clustering effects, as being less likely to oc-
cur. Furthermore, we did not consider the formation and
interaction of defect pairs. The main focus of our investi-
gations is to establish a connection between the different
features of the Seebeck coefficient seen in Fig. 1 with the
defect-induced modifications in the electronic structure.
In particular, we show that the negative S(T ) obtained
for CoZ and VcCo defects is due to subtle changes of
the electronic structure that are mediated by spin-orbit
coupling. Not only are these results in qualitative agree-
ment with experiment, but they also correspond to de-
fects which show a small formation energy.
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Seebeck coefficient calculated for sev-
eral off-stoichiometric native defects in Co2TiSi, modeled as
dilute alloys with 3 % concentration. Note that the same scale
is used for S(T ) in both panels.
After briefly providing the computational details in
Section II, the manuscript comprises two parts that,
although methodologically independent, represent nec-
essary logical steps in our quest. First, we employ
pseudopotential-based, large supercell total energy calcu-
lations to determine the formation energy24–26 for all pos-
sible intrinsic defects. The results, which are discussed
in Section III, also imply the evaluation of the formation
energy by taking into account the limits of the chemi-
cal potentials as obtained from separate calculations of
competing binary and ternary compounds. For the sec-
ond part, we select six different defects, found to exhibit
formation energies under ' 1 eV, and model them as di-
lute alloys within the framework of the coherent potential
approximation27–29 based on multiple-scattering theory
as implemented in the full-potential spin-polarized rela-
tivistic Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker method.30–32 A detailed
analysis of the various influences these defects have on
the electronic structure of the parent compound is pro-
vided in Section IV. This analysis, based on the Bloch
spectral function, reveals signatures of several impurity
bands appearing in the minority-spin channel, in the
proximity of the half-metallic gap. With spin-orbit cou-
pling causing majority-minority-band anti-crossings right
above the Fermi energy, we further evidence the effect of
the different defects on these features, that may lead, in
some cases, to an enhanced conductivity and a signifi-
cant reduction of the spin polarization. The last section
presents the results obtained for the electronic conduc-
tivity and the Seebeck coefficient in the dilute alloys from
calculations performed employing the Kubo-Greenwood
formula.33,34 This approach has been already success-
fully applied to the study of various transport proper-
ties in Heusler alloys, ranging from longitudinal resis-
tivity in Co2Mn(Al,Si)
35 to the anomalous Hall effect
3in Co2(Mn,Cr,Co)Al including native defects.
36 Applied
here in the limit of dilute impurities, we include in the
calculations the so-called vertex corrections,33 that are
extremely important in this regime.
II. DETAILS OF THE CALCULATIONS
While our investigations consist of two separate steps,
they do share the use of self-consistent field (SCF) calcu-
lations. These provide the crystal potential, determined
within density functional theory (DFT), employing the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) parameteri-
zation for the exchange-correlation functional.37 Specific
details of the two adopted approaches are given in the
following.
A. Formation energies from large supercells
The determination of the defect formation energies
based on DFT is nowadays a standard approach, thor-
oughly described in the literature.24–26 It involves calcu-
lations of the total energies, Etot[H] and Etot[H : D],
in two systems: The clean host crystal H and the per-
turbed one H : D. These systems are described by large
supercells, constructed by repeatedly stacking the crys-
tal unit cell along the spatial directions. The process
of replacing host atoms by impurities D is regarded as
a particle exchange, mediated by external reservoirs as-
sociated to each atomic species α. The requirement to
describe the equilibrium between the perturbed host and
the reservoirs calls for thermodynamic concepts. In the
following, the thermodynamic equilibrium conditions are
worked out at zero temperature and pressure. Denot-
ing by Eα(bulk) the calculated total energy of the most
stable condensed phase (solid or molecule) of element α,
the chemical potential µα of each α-reservoir can be ex-
pressed as
µα = Eα(bulk) + ∆µα , (1)
with ∆µα the reduced chemical potential. In the present
situation of the perturbed host in equilibrium with the
reservoirs, it is required that
∆µα ≤ 0 ∀α . (2)
In other words, the Eα(bulk) provides an upper bound
to the chemical potential, corresponding to the physi-
cal condition of atom α not precipitating into its stable
phase.
With the notations introduced above, the formation
energy Eform[D] of a neutral defect D is obtained from
Eform[D] =Etot[H : D]− Etot[H]
−
∑
α
NαEα(bulk)−
∑
α
Nα∆µα
, (3)
where Nα is the number of atoms, either host or im-
purity, that were added to (Nα > 0) or removed from
(Nα < 0) the supercell upon creating the perturbed
system.24 Since the Nα’s depend on the chosen config-
uration and the total energies are calculated directly, it
follows that, amongst the terms on the rhs of Eq. (3), the
reduced chemical potentials ∆µα are the only indepen-
dent variables, leading to the compact form
Eform[D] = ∆E(H,D)−
∑
α
Nα∆µα , (4)
with
∆E(H,D) =Etot[H : D]− Etot[H]
−
∑
α
NαEα(bulk)
. (5)
The values of the reduced chemical potentials are sub-
ject to various constraints, one of which is given in Eq. (2)
as an upper bound to ∆µα. Additional bounds arise from
the following requirements: First, thermodynamic equi-
librium of the constituents with the host crystal must
hold. Specific to the full Heusler alloys Co2TiZ investi-
gated here, this condition reads
2∆µCo + ∆µTi + ∆µZ = ∆H(Co2TiZ) , (6)
where ∆H(Co2TiZ) is the formation enthalpy of the
Co2TiZ compound at zero temperature and pressure.
Second, the reduced chemical potentials of either host
or impurity atoms have to be in ranges where competing
binary or ternary systems may not form. For a generic
compound with chemical formula CoaTibZc and forma-
tion enthalpy ∆H(CoaTibZc) one obtains
a∆µCo + b∆µTi + c∆µZ ≤ ∆H(CoaTibZc) . (7)
Combining all the constraints derived from the rela-
tions (2), (6), and (7) allows one to determine a stabil-
ity range {∆µCo,∆µTi,∆µZ} for which the investigated
compound (here the Co2TiZ Heusler alloy) may form
under equilibrium growth conditions. For ternary com-
pounds it is common, using Eq. (6), to eliminate one of
the variables (in the following ∆µZ), leaving for both the
stability range and the defect formation energy Eform[X]
only a two-dimensional explicit dependence (in the fol-
lowing {∆µCo,∆µTi}).
B. Total energy calculations
The Co2TiZ (Z = Si, Ge, Sn) compounds investigated
here belong to the class of full Heusler alloys4 of pro-
totype Cu2MnAl, crystallizing in the cubic L21 struc-
ture. This crystal structure, shown in Fig. 2(a), has
a face-centered-cubic (fcc) primitive cell with four in-
equivalent atomic sites. It can be viewed either as four
inter-penetrating fcc sublattices, respectively occupied
by the Co, Ti, Co, and Z atoms shifted against each
4Ti
Z
Co
Co1−xDx
Z1−xCox
a)
b)
TiCo
VcCo
CoZ
FIG. 2: (Color online) (a) Structural model of the Co2TiZ
(Z = Si, Ge, Sn) full Heusler L21 structure and illustrative
examples of some of the intrinsic defects investigated in this
work. (b) Examples of unit cells used in the alloy modeling
of the intrinsic defects in Co2TiZ, accounting only for partial
disorder: Co(Co1−xDx)TiZ for a D atom in the Co sublattice
(DCo) and Co2TiZ1−xCox for a Co atom in excess on the
group IV element sublattice (CoZ).
other by (1/4, 1/4, 1/4) lattice constants, or as two inter-
penetrating CoTi and CoZ zinc-blende structures shifted
by (0, 0, 1/2).
We have considered several off-stoichiometric native
defects: (a) An additional Co, Ti, or Z atom occupy-
ing a different sublattice (in the following denoted as
CoTi, TiCo, ZCo and so on); and (b) Vacancies on one
of the Co, Ti, and Z sites (labeled respectively as VcCo,
VcTi, VcZ). Stoichiometry-preserving configurations, in
which two neighboring atoms from different sublattices
are switching places (Co ↔ Ti, Z ↔ Ti, and Co ↔ Z),
were also investigated. Illustrative examples of the var-
ious systems are depicted in Fig. 2(a). Note that a 128
atom supercell (that is, larger than shown in the figure)
was used in all calculations of the defect formation en-
ergy. On the other hand, the determination of the com-
peting compounds formation enthalpy needed in Eq. (7)
relied on their respective primitive cells.
In all cases, the total energies were calculated for spin-
polarized systems in the scalar relativistic approxima-
tion (SRA) employing the plane-wave pseudopotential
method as implemented in the Quantum Espresso code.38
Wave functions and density have been expanded into
plane waves up to cut-off energies of 40 Ry and 400 Ry, re-
spectively. The neighborhood of atomic centers has been
approximated by self-created ultrasoft pseudopotentials
(USPPs),39 as described previously in our study of
the Al/Co2TiZ heterostructures.
16 A Methfessel-Paxton
smearing40 of 10 mRy has been applied to the Brillouin
zone (BZ) sampling performed with different Monkhorst-
Pack k-point grids.41 These were chosen in such a way
that they did not include the Γ point and delivered
well-converged total energies and potentials. In all sys-
tems, the lattice constants and the internal atomic po-
sitions have been accurately optimized using Hellmann-
Feynman forces to reduce the force components below
1 mRy/a0 and the energy changes below 0.1 mRy.
C. Alloy modeling for the calculation of transport
properties
In a second step, we have determined the transport
properties of the Co2TiZ Heusler compounds in the
presence of the intrinsic defects, which were modeled
as off-stoichiometric dilute alloys within the CPA.27–29
As shown schematically in Fig. 2(b), each defect was
assigned a mixed occupation of a single sublattice in
the L21 structure. We illustrate here examples of
Co(Co1−xDx)TiZ and Co2Ti(Z1−xCox) chemical formu-
las, respectively describing the Co2TiZ:DCo (D = Vc,
Ti, Z) and Co2TiZ:CoZ systems. The effect of a vary-
ing defect concentration was accounted for by considering
different x values (x = 0.01, 0.03, and 0.05).
The calculations were based on a full poten-
tial, spin-polarized relativistic implementation of the
Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker Green function method (FP-
SPR-KKR).30–32 We obtained the SCF charge density
and potentials by integrating the Green function in the
complex energy plane over a contour consisting of 36
points and applying an angular momentum cut-off of
lmax = 3 for the Green function expansion. We need
to emphasize here on the importance of going beyond
the atomic sphere approximation (ASA) when methods
employing atoms-centered basis functions are applied to
Heusler alloys. Even in the case of the closed-packed L21
structure, ASA-based electronic structure calculations
may fail to reproduce the FP results.42,43 As pointed
out by Picozzi et al.42 such discrepancies originate from
the appreciable asphericities that may be present in the
charge density.44
For all three parent compounds Co2TiZ we calculated
the equilibrium lattice constants by minimizing the to-
tal energy. The differences between the FP-SPR-KKR
determined lattice constants and those obtained by the
scalar-relativistic plane-wave approach were found to be
in the range of ' 0.025 A˚, with an overall agreement
within 1 % of the experimental results.20,45,46 Including
spin-orbit coupling (SOC) has therefore a very small in-
fluence on the computed equilibrium lattice parameters.
We will show, however, that its role in the thermoelectric
properties can not be neglected.
The transport properties of the Co2TiZ:D systems
5were determined subsequently to the SCF calculations.
More specific, the temperature-dependent longitudinal
Seebeck coefficient Sii(T ) (with i = x, y, or z the
Cartesian coordinate) can be obtained from the diago-
nal elements of the energy dependent conductivity tensor
σii(E).
47 Introducing the transport coefficients
L
(m)
ij = −
1
e
∫ [
∂
∂E
f0(E,µ, T )
]
(E − µ)m σij(E) dE ,
(8)
where f0(E,µ, T ) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution func-
tion with chemical potential µ at energy E for the tem-
perature T , the Seebeck coefficient is given by
Sii(T ) = − 1
eT
L
(1)
ii
L
(0)
ii
(9)
with e the elementary charge.48 In our calculations, the
central quantity is represented by the electronic conduc-
tivity, obtained on the basis of the Kubo-Greenwood
formula,33,34 appropriately extended for non-spherical
potentials, and including the important contributions
stemming from the so called vertex corrections.33 At each
energy argument, the diagonal elements of σ(E) are ob-
tained through a BZ integral evaluated over a number of
2 · 106 k-points. For the energy integrals appearing in
Eq. (8) we started by explicitly calculating σ(E) on an
equidistant mesh of 1 mRy separation, then refining it to
a 0.01 mRy resolution by linear interpolation. The in-
tegration boundaries around the chemical potential were
set by the cut-off criterion ∂f0(E,µ, T )/∂E ≥ 10−3 for a
fixed electronic temperature T .
III. DEFECT FORMATION ENERGY RESULTS
We present in this section the results obtained by ap-
plying the ab initio thermodynamics concepts introduced
above. After establishing the stability ranges by analyz-
ing the competing binary and ternary compounds, we
derive upper and lower boundaries for the defect forma-
tion energies Eform. We show that the smallest values
of Eform occur for vacancies on Co sublattice (VcCo) fol-
lowed by other defects, such as the Co anti-sites CoTi and
CoZ .
A. Boundaries of the reduced chemical potentials
The calculated stability domains for each of the
Co2TiZ full Heusler alloys are displayed in Fig. 3 as two-
dimensional representations in the (∆µCo,∆µTi)-plane.
Their construction is based on the numerical evaluation
of Eqs. (6) and (7) with the corresponding (zero tem-
perature and pressure) formation enthalpies provided in
Table I. For consistency reasons, these were obtained us-
ing the same set of self-constructed pseudopotentials as
employed in the supercell-related defect calculations, and
Compound ∆H Lattice constant (A˚)
(structure) (eV/f.u.) QE KKR Experiment
Co2TiSi (L21) -2.62 5.756 5.780 5.74(0)
Co2TiGe (L21) -1.95 5.848 5.874 5.83(1)
Co2TiSn (L21) -1.44 6.092 6.119 6.07(3)
Compound ∆H Compound ∆H
(structure) (eV/f.u.) (structure) (eV/f.u.)
CoTi (B2) -0.79 TiGe (B27) -1.18
Co2Ti (C15) -0.91 TiGe2 (C54) -1.26
Co3Ti (L12) -1.02 Ti2Sn (B82) -1.00
CoSi (B20) -1.18 Ti3Sn (D019) -1.19
Co2Si (C23) -1.29 Ti6Sn5 (hP22) -4.34
CoSi2 (C1) -1.38 Co4Ti4Si7 (tI60) -11.28
CoGe (B20) -0.35 Co16Ti6Si7 (cF116) -17.52
Co2Ge (B82) -0.18 Co3Ti2Si (hP12) -3.61
CoSn (B35) -0.17 CoTiGe2 (oP48) -1.85
CoSn2 (C16) -0.11 Co4Ti4Ge7 (tI60) -7.49
TiSi (B27) -1.55 TiCo6Ge6 (hP13) -3.50
TiSi2 (C54) -1.67 Co7Ti4Ge6 (cI34) -8.48
Ti2CoSi (L21) -1.74 CoTiSi (C23/oP12) -2.43
Ti2CoGe (L21) -1.49 CoTiGe (C22/hP9) -1.77
Ti2CoSn (L21) -0.67 CoTiSn (C1b) -0.95
TABLE I: The calculated formation enthalpy ∆H (in
eV/formula unit) for the Co2TiZ (Z = Si, Ge,Sn) full Heusler
alloys as well as of various Co-Ti, Co-Z, Ti-Z, and Co-Ti-Z bi-
nary and ternary compounds which compete with the Co2TiZ
formation. For the latter we also include the equilibrium lat-
tice constants used in this work as obtained either through
the plane-wave pseudopotential method in the SRA (results
labeled as QE) or the full potential SPR-KKR Green func-
tion approach (KKR). The calculated values are compared
with the experimental data.45,46
were found in very good agreement with equivalent data
available in various on-line repositories.49 The list of pos-
sible competing binary phases in Table I is obviously not
exhaustive. On the one hand side, we have only con-
sidered compounds known to exist. On the other hand,
rather than exploring all possibilities, we only focused
on those systems that pose restrictions for the reduced
chemical potentials. In other words, from literature data
we could conclude that certain stoichiometries will not
give stricter boundaries than the ones already identified.
This procedure appeared to be justified by the overall
good agreement of our data with the previously published
results.
The discussion of the results shown in Fig. 3 starts with
some common features of the three panels. The stability
triangles represent (∆µCo,∆µTi,∆µZ) triplets for which
the Co2TiZ compound may form. They are defined by
the upper bounds of ∆µi given in Eq. (2). As already
mentioned, the ∆µZ variable can be eliminated using the
equilibrium condition (6), such that the ∆µZ ≤ 0 con-
straint reduces to 2∆µCo + ∆µTi ≥ ∆H(Co2TiZ). The
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FIG. 3: (Color online) The calculated stability regime for the full Heusler alloys Co2TiZ (Z = Si, Ge, Sn) in the (∆µCo,∆µTi)
plane. From left to right: (a) Co2TiSi, (b) Co2TiGe, and (c) Co2TiSn. The red (dark grey) thick line represents the equilibrium
condition 2∆µCo+∆µTi+∆µZ = ∆H(Co2TiZ), while the shaded areas mark the ∆µi values (i = Co, Ti, Z) for which the
Co2TiZ compound may form under equilibrium growth conditions. This is determined by taking into account the additional
boundaries set to the ∆µi’s by the formation of the competing binary or ternary compounds accordingly listed in each panel.
The equilibrium conditions for these phases, corresponding to an equality in Eq. (7), are represented by thin lines appropriately
labeled using numbers (for the binaries) and letters (for the ternaries). The relative positioning of an assigned label with respect
to the line it labels indicates the respective precipitation range of each system.
equality sign is the equivalent of the thick red line in each
panel of Fig. 3. Accounting for the formation of compet-
ing binary and ternary systems, according to Eq. (7),
further reduces the allowed ∆µi values, leading to the
arbitrarily shaped polygons highlighted by the shaded
areas. Their boundaries, displayed as dashed and solid
lines and appropriately labeled by the respective chemi-
cal formula in the figure, are briefly discussed below.
As can be seen in Fig. 3, for the Co2TiGe and Co2TiSn
compounds ∆µCo = 0 remains as upper bound, whereas
∆µTi is limited above by either CoTi, Co2Ti, or Co3Ti.
Allowed ∆µTi values must fulfill the conditions
∆µTi ≤ ∆H(CoaTi)− a∆µCo (a = 1, 2, 3) , (10)
over the various ∆µCo intervals. Comparing our results
with those of Chepulskii and Curtarolo50 who calculated
the full series of Co-Ti alloys, we find a very good agree-
ment for all CoaTi (a = 1 . . . 3) systems.
51 For CoTi2,
on the other hand, these authors report a formation en-
thalpy of −0.873 eV/formula unit. It is easy to check, via
Eq. (7), that the stable CoTi2 bulk phase lies inside the
area already covered by one of the CoaTi compounds.
The Co2TiSi exhibits the peculiar situation of the sta-
bility range being completely determined by the forma-
tion of ternary compounds: Co3Ti2Si and Co16Ti6Si7 set
the upper and lower boundary of ∆µTi, while the crossing
of their equilibrium lines fix the maximum ∆µCo value at
−0.05 eV. On the Co-poor (small ∆µCo) side, the lower
boundary is set by the CoTiSi compound crystallizing
in the orthorhombic C23 structure. Analogously, the
ternary CoTiGe compound in the hexagonal C22 struc-
ture sets the lower boundary of ∆µCo in the Co2TiGe
system. In contrast, CoTiSn, with its ground state the
C1b (half-Heusler) structure, forms outside the Co2TiSn
stability range, with the Co-poor boundary determined
by the Ti-Sn binaries. As seen in Table I, TiSi and TiGe
both crystallize in the B27 structure. A stable phase of
TiSn, on the other hand, is not known to exist, although
investigations performed by Colinet et al.52 on a series
of Ti-Sn binaries predict a negative formation enthalpy
for TiSn in various structures. While our calculations,
performed for Ti2Sn, Ti3Sn, and Ti6Sn5, delivered for-
mation enthalpies in close agreement with their results,
we chose to set the stability boundary to that provided
by the Ti6Sn5 compound.
In the Co-rich, Ti-poor range (bottom-right corner),
the formation of the Co2TiGe and Co2TiSn competes
with that of the corresponding Co-Z binary compounds.
In both cases the lower boundary of ∆µTi is set by CoGe
or CoSn, leading to the constraint
∆µTi ≥ ∆H(Co2TiZ)−∆H(CoZ)−∆µCo . (11)
Having completely defined the boundaries for ∆µCo
and ∆µTi we note that these can also be transferred back
to ∆µZ via Eq. (6). In combination with the observed
increase of ∆H(Co2TiZ) within the Z = Si, Ge, Sn series,
7it becomes obvious, from Fig. 3, that Z-rich conditions
can only be attained in the Co2TiSn system. For Z = Si
and Ge, either CoTiSi, CoSi or Co7Ti4Ge7 set an upper
bound for ∆µZ .
We close the discussion on chemical potential bound-
aries by analyzing the formation enthalpy of the Ti2CoZ
systems, as competing inverse full Heusler alloys. These
compounds are stable through the whole series of
group IV elements Z, with the formation being sub-
ject to the condition ∆µTi ≥ ∆µCo + [∆H(Ti2CoZ) −
∆H(Co2TiZ)]. According to our results shown in Ta-
ble I, this condition [labeled (B) in Fig. 3] falls inside the
Co2TiZ stability triangle for all Z atoms. In all cases,
however, it remains outside the shaded areas indicating
that, while competing precipitation of Ti2CoZ may oc-
cur, it requires significantly different growth conditions
than the respective stable full Heusler alloy.
B. Formation energies of intrinsic defects in
Co2TiZ
We give in the following a survey of the calculated for-
mation energies of all the defects considered. The results
listed in Table II give the lower and upper bounds of
the formation energy Eform[D] and the reference energies
∆E(Co2TiZ,D). The latter, defined by Eq. (5), implic-
itly contains system-specific information related to intrin-
sic mechanisms concerning the defect formation, such as
equilibrium bond length and electronegativity. The for-
mer, obtained from Eq. (4) by inserting the extremum
values of the
∑
αNα∆µα term, can be seen as the en-
ergy required to exchange particles with the reservoirs.26
Our results can be summarized as follows:
i) Vacancies in various sublattices (VcCo, VcTi, and
VcZ): Those appearing in the Co sublattice are found
to have the smallest formation energy, its values even
turning negative for Co-poor conditions in Co2TiGe and
Co2TiSn. The VcTi and VcZ point defects have a sig-
nificantly larger formation energy, whereby, in each sys-
tem, the most stable sublattice is the one consisting of
Z-atoms. A similar trend was also observed in Co2MnSi
by Hu¨lsen et al.53, albeit with a somehow larger value,
' 1 eV, for ∆E[Co2TiZ,VcCo], which represents the up-
per bound (∆µCo = 0) of Eform[VcCo]. Experiments on
Co2MnZ, on the other hand,
54 while confirming vacancy
concentrations as high as 2 %, suggest a rather random
distribution over the lattice sites. An ever increasing
VcCo concentration was found to lead to an L21→C1b or-
dering transition in Ni2−xMnSb Heusler alloys.55 A sim-
ilar scenario may also occur in Co2TiSi→CoTiSi(C23)
and Co2TiGe→CoTiGe(C22), where the compounds in
the 1:1:1 stoichiometry set the lower bound for ∆µCo and
thus correspond to small (negative for Z =Ge) defect
formation energies for the VcCo vacancies. An appar-
ently different situation is found in Co2TiSn, for which
we found the CoTiSn ground state to be the C1b struc-
ture but lying outside the Co2TiSn stability range. In-
vestigations performed by Nobata et al.56 found, on the
other hand, that certain growth conditions favor the for-
mation of the the Co1.50TiSn with a half-filled vacancy
sublattice instead of the stoichiometric compound Co-
TiSn. This way, the obtained negative formation energy
of Co2TiSn:VcCo is consistent with the experimental find-
ings. We do emphasize, however, that all the calculated
defect formation energies correspond to the limiting case
of zero pressure and temperature.
ii) Co anti-sites (CoTi and CoZ): Following the se-
quence Si→Ge→Sn, opposite trends can be recognized
in the two reference energies ∆E(Co2TiZ,CoTi) and
∆E(Co2TiZ,CoZ) that correspond to the two Co anti-
sites. While the former increases with the atomic num-
ber of the Z-atom, and thus with the lattice constant of
the Co2TiZ compound, the latter decreases. Accounting,
however, for the allowed variations in the reduced chemi-
cal potentials, which enter as (−∆µCo+∆µTi/Z), the two
formation energies Eform[CoTi] and Eform[CoZ ] are found
to be of comparable size for a given system Co2TiZ. This
indicates that both anti-sites may appear with roughly
equal probability during the sample preparation.
iii) Ti anti-sites (TiCo and TiZ): Similar to the pre-
vious case, the reference energy of the TiZ anti-site ex-
hibits a strong dependence on the Z-atom, but with an
even a more significant drop for the heavier elements.
As seen in Table II, ∆E(Co2TiSn,TiSn) even becomes
negative One can conclude that, when Ti is in excess, a
preference for the TiZ anti-site should be observed, at
the expense of TiCo. This is quite an opposite trend
as the one seen in Co2MnSi, where the MnCo anti-site
was found to have a much smaller reference energy than
MnSi.
53 As a general observation, we emphasize here the
fact that the lower/upper boundary for an anti-site AB
becomes the upper/lower boundary with opposite sign
for its BA counterpart. Comparing now the two ’paired’
anti-sites TiCo and CoTi, we note again that the allowed
∆µα intervals significantly influence the formation energy
results. Indeed, whereas ∆E(Co2TiZ,TiCo) is about half
the size of ∆E(Co2TiZ,CoTi), the corresponding Eform
values have a rather broad overlapping interval, with a
lower boundary for the CoTi anti-site.
iv) Z anti-sites (ZCo and ZTi): As could be anticipated
from the VcZ case, the sublattice formed by the group IV
elements appears to be the most stable. The ZCo anti-
sites exhibit by far the largest formation energies and are
therefore the least likely to occur. The formation energies
obtained for the ZTi defects are somewhat smaller, but
still larger than their TiZ correspondents. We further
note that the ∆E(Co2TiZ,ZTi) values increase along the
Si→Ge→Sn series, in contrast to the trend observed for
the TiZ anti-sites.
v) swaps (Ti ↔ Co,Ti ↔ Z, and Co ↔ Z): The cal-
culations performed by Picozzi et al.57 for the Co2MnSi
full Heusler alloy found an interesting feature in the for-
mation energy of the Mn↔Co swap: its value closely
matches the sum of the reference energies of the MnCo
and CoMn anti-sites. Our results do not reproduce this
8∆E(Co2TiZ,D) → (Eminform, Emaxform) [eV]
Defect D Co2TiSi Co2TiGe Co2TiSn
VcCo 0.29 → ( 0.09, 0.24) 0.01 → (-0.17, 0.01) 0.28 → (-0.08, 0.28)
VcTi 2.20 → (0.98, 2.15) 2.16 → (0.56, 1.55) 2.37 → (1.10, 1.91)
VcZ 3.21 → (1.63, 2.21) 2.87 → (1.83, 2.52) 2.96 → (2.43, 2.96)
CoTi 1.90 → (0.88, 1.31) 1.96 → (0.38, 1.54) 2.16 → (0.89, 2.03)
CoZ 1.90 → (0.37, 1.10) 1.37 → (0.44, 1.12) 1.20 → (0.78, 1.56)
TiCo 1.21 → (1.80, 2.23) 0.85 → (1.27, 2.43) 1.00 → (1.13, 2.27)
TiZ 1.50 → (0.86, 1.72) 0.66 → (0.29, 1.91) -0.30 → (-0.16, 0.80)
ZCo 2.16 → (2.96, 3.69) 2.31 → (2.56, 3.24) 3.18 → (2.82, 3.60)
ZTi 0.93 → (0.71, 1.57) 1.91 → (0.66, 2.28) 2.39 → (1.29, 2.25)
Ti ↔ Co 2.57 2.28 2.63
Ti ↔ Z 2.18 2.04 1.90
Co ↔ Z 2.97 2.70 3.21
TABLE II: Formation energy Eform for the native defects in Co2TiZ (Z = Si, Ge, Sn), calculated using 128-atom supercells
within the pseudopotential plane wave method. The formation energy entries, derived from Eq. (4), are given as an interval
(Eminform, E
max
form) corresponding to the lower and upper bounds of the chemical potentials ∆µi and/or their combinations. Also
listed are the reference values ∆E(Co2TiZ,D) defined by Eq. (5). For the stoichiometric defects ’A↔B’ all these quantities
are equal.
behavior in any of the Co2TiZ compounds, regardless of
the considered swaps. A possible reason may be the large
differences between the corresponding reference energies
of the paired anti-sites, which could efficiently curtail the
swapping tendencies. As Table II shows, we find very
large formation energies for all investigated swaps. These
findings appear to be in contradiction with the experi-
mental results obtained for the Co2TiSn Heusler alloy,
43
for which the authors report NMR data indicative of the
crystal structure being partially D03-like, consistent with
a Ti↔Co swap.
To conclude, we found several defects in Co2TiZ to
have quite a low formation energy, whereas others, in
particular the swaps and those related to the Z-atom sub-
lattice, should occur with reduced probability. Some of
the more likely defects have been selected for subsequent
investigations concerning the effect they have on the elec-
tronic structure and the implications for the transport
properties. These results form the subject of the next
sections.
IV. DEFECTS-TRIGGERED CHANGES IN THE
ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE
We present in this section the results obtained employ-
ing the FP-SPR-KKR Green function method, modeling
the intrinsic defects as dilute alloys. We focus on those
systems which were found to have a small formation en-
ergy and follow the changes in the electronic structure
brought about by the defects, emphasizing on specific as-
pects relevant for the transport properties. In doing so,
we use the Bloch spectral function (BSF),58 expressed as
the Fourier transform of the configurationally averaged
Green function
A(~k,E) =− 1
piN
Im
N∑
m,n
ei
~k(~Rm−~Rn)
∫
d3r〈G(~r + ~Rm, ~r + ~Rn;E)〉 ,
(12)
performed over N atomic sites with position vectors ~Rm
and ~Rn in the crystal lattice. This quantity, which can
be seen as a ~k-resolved density of states (DOS), is well-
defined also for ordered systems. In this case the con-
figurational average, symbolized by 〈. . .〉, drops out and
the evaluation takes place for a complex energy argument
E + iε with ε→ 0, providing the ordinary dispersion re-
lation E~k.
Taking the Co2TiSi full Heusler alloy as an illustra-
tive example, we present the BSFs for a series of di-
lute alloys modeling the Co2TiSi:D defects. Calculated
on a fully relativistic level, the BSFs are subsequently
projected on their spin components and compared with
the standard band structure of the parent compound.
This allows us to identify signatures of the defect-induced
minority-spin impurity bands in the proximity of the half-
metallic gap. We will also show that, owing to the SOC,
a majority-spin d-band that crosses the Fermi energy EF
gains minority-spin character. This rather ubiquitous ef-
fect is larger for the Co-related defects VcCo and CoSi,
significantly reducing the spin polarization near EF .
A. Results for Co2TiSi bulk
The spin-polarized relativistic electronic structure for
the ordered compound Co2TiSi is displayed in Fig. 4,
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FIG. 4: (Color online) (a) Spin-polarized relativistic disper-
sion relation E~k and (b) spin-resolved BSFs along selected
high symmetry directions in the fcc BZ, calculated for the
Co2TiSi full Heusler alloy in the L21 structure obtained us-
ing the FP-SPR-KKR method. The energy is given relative
to the Fermi energy EF of the system. The highlighted ar-
eas located 0.2 − 0.4 eV above EF along the W − Γ, K − Γ,
and Γ − X directions point to anti-crossings between a Co
majority-d and a Co minority-d band, which occur as a result
of spin-orbit coupling.
with panel (a) depicting the calculated dispersion re-
lation along several high symmetry directions in the
fcc BZ and panel (b) the corresponding spin-resolved
BSF obtained for an imaginary part of the energy ε =
0.005 Ry along the K −Γ−X path of the BZ. The spin-
resolved results of Fig. 4(b), consistent with previously
reported band structure calculations on a scalar relativis-
tic level,20,22 demonstrate the half-metallic character of
this system. The Fermi energy EF , taken here as the
energy reference, is seen to lie close to the upper edge of
the band gap appearing in the minority-spin channel.
Of particular interest for the transport properties, in
general, and for the Seebeck coefficient in particular, are
the states located in the proximity of EF , according to
Eq. (8). As seen in Fig. 4(a), there are only two bands
that cross the Fermi energy. Starting from 1.4 eV at the
Γ-point, one band goes down in energy and gets below
EF at the X- and W -points. It thus leads to a Fermi
surface enclosing the Γ-point and forming pockets at the
BZ edge. The second band rises in energy from −1.0 eV
at the Γ-point and forms a Fermi surface connecting to
adjacent BZs. Stemming from the Co d-orbitals, these
two bands possess a dominant majority spin character,
as revealed by the BSF shown in Fig. 4(b), and are
expected to dominate the transport properties in these
compounds. A much flatter Co d-band is found slightly
above the Fermi energy, forming the minority-spin con-
duction band. Its minimum lies at the X-point of the BZ,
such that the half-metallic gap, as seen on the right side
of Fig. 4(b), is indirect. We note here that, although the
isoelectronic compounds Co2TiGe and Co2TiSn exhibit
qualitatively similar results, one does find quantitative
variations in both the width of the half-metallic gap and
the position of the Fermi energy inside it. For the for-
mer, the FP-SPR-KKR calculations give 0.76, 0.57, and
0.48 eV, respectively, for Z = Si, Ge, and Sn. Measured
relative to EF , the minority-spin conduction band min-
imum, on the other hand, was found at 0.18, 0.21, and
0.26 eV.
Highlighted in Fig. 4 are several areas along the W −
Γ, K − Γ, and Γ − X directions where this minority-
spin d-band intersects the two majority-spin d-bands, in
a range of 0.2−0.4 eV above EF . Qualitative differences
in these intersections are easily recognizable: The falling
majority-spin band has the same parity (and symmetry)
as the minority-spin band, which leads to an anti-crossing
between the two bands. In turn, the other majority-spin
band rising from the Γ-point crosses the minority-spin
band without coupling to it, as seen along the W − Γ
and K − Γ directions.
The repelling of the two bands of different spin char-
acter is caused by SOC. By virtue of a mechanism sug-
gested by Mavropoulos et al.59 when discussing the effect
of spin-orbit coupling on the band gap of half metals,
the coupling of the two bands causes a strong spin mix-
ing. Regarding the SOC as a perturbation to the spin-
dependent crystal Hamiltonian with eigenvalues E↑(~k)
and E↓(~k), the potential terms causing the spins to flip
are proportional, in leading order, to 1/[E↑(~k)−E↓(~k)].
It becomes apparent that the spin mixing will exhibit a
maximum where the unperturbed spin-up and spin-down
bands would cross. Indeed, as evidenced in Fig. 4(b), the
BSF of a given spin character (here obtained within a
Dirac formalism) is an ”image” of the opposite spin over
a broad range around the anti-crossing points. This ef-
fectively leads to a reduced spin polarization especially
at the top edge of the half-metallic gap,59 since the states
in its vicinity no longer posses a unique spin character.
We note that a similar imaging effect occurs below the
Fermi energy around the Γ-point. As can be seen in
Fig. 4(b), one finds a set of valence bands that exhibit
finite amplitudes of the BSF in both spin channels. The
reason for spin mixing in this case is related to the intra-
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atomic SOC, with the states originating from d-orbitals
with large magnetic quantum numbers, ±5/2 and ±3/2.
B. Spectral function of dilute alloys
We have selected, from the list of all possible intrinsic
defects investigated above, a total of six systems, exhibit-
ing low formation energies. According to the results pre-
sented in Table II, these are: Vacancies on Co sublattice
VcCo; the Co anti-sites CoZ and CoTi; the Ti anti-sites
TiCo and TiZ ; and the Si anti-site ZTi. We employed a
dilute alloy modeling for all these systems, as described
in Section II C, by considering a defect of type DA as a
single-site effective medium (A1−xDx) while keeping the
other sublattices unchanged. Without loss of generality,
the discussion below is restricted to the Co2TiSi:D sys-
tems (Z = Si) with x = 0.03, corresponding to a single
defect in the 128-atom supercell used in the formation
energy calculations.
Our primary interest is to investigate the changes in
the electronic structure occurring in the proximity of
the Fermi energy. As shown above, only two bands do
cross EF , both having a dominant majority-spin char-
acter. For this spin channel we found that, while the
BSFs associated with these bands may differ quantita-
tively from one system to another, no qualitative devia-
tions occur, irrespective of the group IV element Z and
the type of defect. We shall therefore focus in the follow-
ing on the minority-spin BSFs in a ' 2 eV energy window
around EF , with emphasis on two aspects: i) the defect-
induced states evolving in impurity bands (IB) near the
half-metallic gap; and ii) the so far unexplored effect of
the defects on the SOC-induced band anti-crossings ob-
served for the ordered compound.
The minority-spin BSFs for the off-stoichiometric
Co2TiSi:D systems are shown in Fig. 5. Note that, while
choosing the same K − Γ−X direction in the BZ as for
the Co2TiSi BSFs in Fig. 4(b), for clarity purposes the
energy interval around the Fermi energy EF has been re-
duced. Moreover, since we are dealing now with an alloy
system, Eq. (12) is evaluated for real energy arguments
and the broadening of the alloy bands is due to the in-
trinsic disorder of the CPA effective medium. We first
analyze, on the basis of Fig. 5, the defect-related states
appearing in the investigated systems, appropriately la-
beled from (1) to (5) in each panel.
(1) Vacancies in the Co-sublattice, Fig. 5(a), induce
minority-spin states at the edges of the half-metallic gap,
thus reducing its width and, consequently, the size of
the spin gap. The latter is defined as the minimum en-
ergy required to flip the electron spin. The side-by-side
comparison of the different panels of Fig. 5 reveals that
the highest minority-spin valence band maximum is ob-
tained for Co2TiSi:VcCo. Actually, within a broad range
around the Γ-point the minority-spin BSF of this system
is characterized by a much stronger intensity as compared
to the other alloys. These results are consistent with
those obtained by O¨zdog˘an et al.60 for various Co-based
Heusler alloys from the series Co2(Mn,Cr)(Al,Si). Simi-
lar to these systems, we find that, although the presence
of Co-vacancies reduces the total magnetization (e.g.,
from 2.00 to 1.90 µB per formula unit in the case of 3 %
vacancy concentration in Co2TiSi), the half-metallicity is
not destroyed. Because of the large value of the spin gap,
we expect the half-metallicity to be quite robust against
Co-vacancy formation, at reasonably low concentrations,
in all Co2TiZ compounds.
(2) The CoSi anti-site, Fig. 5(b), creates two minority-
spin IBs near the Fermi energy. These are distributed
rather symmetrically below and above EF , centered
around −0.3 and 0.2 eV, respectively. Thus, the lower
band falls inside the half-metallic gap, whereas the higher
one overlaps with the edge of the minority-spin conduc-
tion band. In spite of the IB present in the gap, the
Co2TiSi:CoSi also remains half-metallic. As further in-
dicated in Fig. 5(b), the BSF has been multiplied by a
factor 10 in the energy interval [−0.4,−0.2] eV for all ~k-
vectors, a value that represents the relative weight of the
DOS associated to the high and low IBs. Although run-
ning rather parallel to each other, these two bands differ
qualitatively in their dependence on ~k. While the upper
IB has a large weight near the Γ-point, enhancing and
significantly broadening the BSF, the low one exhibits a
maximum near the X-point, at the edges of the BZ.
(3) The CoTi anti-site, Fig. 5(c), creates a single IB
in the energy region of interest. Located inside the half-
metallic gap, this band is nearly touching the Fermi level,
such that the Co2TiSi:CoTi system is predicted to loose
its half-metallic character. A comparison with the low
CoSi-IB reveals qualitatively similar ~k-distributions in
the BSF, with the amplitude increased far away from
the Γ-point. The two cases are, however, quantitatively
substantially different. As indicated by the different mul-
tiplicative factors applied, the CoTi-BSF amplitude is
about twice as large as compared to the CoSi one. One
further notes, in addition, the much weaker broadening
of the BSFs in this system, with the alloy bands largely
preserving their bulk character.
The features related to the Co anti-sites discussed here
are in very good agreement, both in their energy po-
sition and in their amplitude, to those reported in the
literature for other Co-based full Heusler alloys such as
Co2MnSi,
53,57 Co2MnGe,
57 Co2CrAl,
61 and Co2VSn.
62
(4) Another IB falling inside the half-metallic gap is
the one related to the TiCo anti-site, shown in Fig. 5(d).
One notes that, compared to the previously surveyed IBs,
this has the highest intensity, no up-scaling having been
applied in this panel. It is located ' 0.2 eV below EF ,
thus bearing no influence on the half-metallicity of the
system and, in contrast to the previous ones, is strongly
peaked around the BZ center.
(5) Finally, the signature of a TiSi-related IB can
be seen in Fig. 5(e) in the vicinity of the X-point, at
' 0.3 eV above the Fermi energy. It is close to and
eventually merges into a band complex stemming from
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Minority-spin BSFs along the K−Γ−X direction in the fcc BZ, calculated for several off-stoichiometric
native defects in Co2TiSi modeled as dilute alloys with 3 at.% defect composition. The energy scale is given relative to the
Fermi energy of each system.
the d-orbitals of the Ti sublattice. Owing to its location,
this IB has no direct influence neither on the half-metallic
nor on the transport properties of the system.
Highlighted by red ellipses in Fig. 5 are the spin-mixing
d-d band anti-crossings which lie in the vicinity of the
Fermi energy. We focus on the minority-spin image
of the falling majority-spin band. Its spectral function
shows variations from system to system, with the SOC-
mediated spin-mixing effect strongly depending on the
defect type. The VcCo and CoSi defects are characterized
by a continuous BSF with large values extending deep
into the half-metallic gap. For the Ti-sublattice-related
defects CoTi and SiTi, the amplitude of spin mixing is
smaller and the BSF exhibits merely a discrete rather
than a continuous character. In the case of the TiCo and
TiSi anti-sites, the flat Co band preserves almost com-
pletely its minority-spin character. The band repulsion
is very weak and large BSF values are found only in a
small energy interval around the anti-crossing point.
The most important observation to be made at this
point concerns the possible changes in conductivity that
may result from these anti-crossings. This is because the
two alloy bands involved differ not only in their dominant
spin character, but also in their associated Fermi velocity.
One can think of a defect creating additional minority-
spin states in the appropriate energy range. As a result of
the spin mixing, these states will not only gain majority-
spin character; but they will also borrow the dispersion
of the band with which they mix. A direct consequence,
shown below to occur in the two systems containing VcCo
and CoZ , is an increased conductivity in the energy range
near the band mixing.
We close this section with a brief comment on the de-
pendence of the discussed effects on the group IV element
Z in the Co2TiZ series. Taking as an example the CoZ
anti-site system modeled as Co2Ti(Z0.97Co0.03), we show
in Fig. 6 the BSFs of the three different alloys for both
spin components.
The majority-spin states (top panel) close to the Fermi
energy do not vary too much when changing the Z-
atom. A slight upward shift of the valence bands can
be noted upon increasing the atomic number from Si to
Sn. It originates from hybridization between the Co-d
and the Z-p states which occurs already in the ordered
compounds,22,42 and is manifesting itself in both spin
channels. Indeed, as seen in the bottom panel of Fig. 6,
also the minority-spin d-bands are found at higher ener-
gies in Co2TiSn:CoSn as compared to Co2TiSi:CoSi. The
effect is more pronounced in the valence band, leading
to a monotonous reduction of the half-metallic gap in
the series Si→Ge→Sn. The two IBs related to the CoZ
anti-site follow a similar upwards shift while maintaining
a nearly constant separation. The striking resemblance
of the minority-spin BSFs in the Si- and Ge-based sys-
tems should be noted here, while Co2TiSn:CoSn exhibits
qualitative differences. On the one hand side, the low IB
approaches the Fermi energy, thus strongly reducing its
half-metallic character. The upper IB, on the other hand,
moves above the Co-d band at 0.3 eV, with a subsequent
strong reduction of the BSF around the Γ-point.
V. INFLUENCE OF DEFECTS ON THE
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
This section presents the calculated transport proper-
ties of the Co2TiZ:D systems, obtained by employing
the CPA-based dilute alloy modeling. We start with a
detailed analysis of the series of Co2TiSi:D systems with
3 % defect concentration surveyed in the previous sec-
tion. The results obtained for the energy-dependent elec-
tronic conductivity are used to interpret the calculated
Seebeck coefficient, shown in Fig. 1. The connection of
both quantities with the particular features of the under-
lying electronic structure will be appropriately evidenced.
Our discussion will then be extended by covering differ-
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Spin-resolved Bloch spectral functions
for the Co2TiZ0.97Co0.03 alloys modeling the CoZ anti-site,
with Z = Si, Ge, and Sn corresponding to the panels (a), (b),
and (c).
ent defect concentrations and all the group IV elements
Z in Co2TiZ:D. We show that the conclusions derived
from the Co2TiSi:D systems are of general validity in the
dilute limit, with the Seebeck coefficient exhibiting only
a weak dependence on both factors.
A. Electronic conductivity in Co2TiSi:D
The calculated energy dependent electronic conductiv-
ity of the Co2TiSi:D dilute alloys is shown in Fig. 7.
We only plot the longitudinal σxx(E), given relative to
the Fermi energy EF of each system (dashed vertical
line). Indeed, we found that, over a broad energy range,
EF ± 0.1 eV, the difference σzz(E)− σxx(E), a measure
for the anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR), does not
exceed 1 % for all the investigated systems.
The results of our calculations indicate a strong varia-
tion of the residual conductivity σxx(E = EF ) with the
type of defect, with values ranging from 1.75 µΩ−1m−1
for TiSi to 5.20 µΩ
−1m−1 for VcCo at 3 % defect
concentration. All these values are higher than the
0.45 µΩ−1m−1 deduced from the experimentally reported
residual resistivity,20 indicating additional sources of car-
rier scattering in the samples. Consistent with the de-
crease of σxx(E = EF ) with defect composition ob-
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FIG. 7: (Color online) Energy dependence of the diagonal ele-
ment σxx(E) of the electronic conductivity tensor, calculated
for the same off-stoichiometric native defects in Co2TiSi as
those shown in Fig. 1.
served in our calculations, these could be point defects
in high concentration and/or other crystal imperfections.
Analogous results were obtained also for Co2TiGe:D and
Co2TiSn: D. These defect-dependent quantitative dif-
ferences directly reflect the changes occurring in the
majority-spin bands that cross the Fermi energy. Quali-
tatively, while a smooth dependence of all σxx(E)-curves
in the EF ±0.15 eV energy interval is obvious, several pe-
culiarities can be noted: (i) in four cases the conductivity
dependence on its energy argument exhibits a negative
slope around EF ; (ii) a steep increase of σxx(E) occurs at
energies above ' 0.18 eV; (iii) in two of the investigated
systems, Co2TiSi:VcCo and Co2TiSi:CoSi, the conductiv-
ity is characterized by a positive slope around the Fermi
energy. The reasons for these qualitative differences are
discussed in detail in the following.
(i) The negative slope in the energy dependence of
σii(E) around EF obtained in the case of CoTi, SiTi,
TiCo and TiSi defects is similar to that found in the bulk
Co2TiZ systems.
16,20 Indeed, for all these materials the
DOS decreases above EF such that, in the approximation
of an energy-independent scattering, the conductivity is
expected to decrease with increasing energy E. One can
then conclude that, at least in a range extending not
far away from the Fermi energy, the presence of these
four defects leads to a weak, nearly energy-independent
scattering of the electrons. This generic behavior can be
modified, however, if IBs are present. This is the case for
the TiCo anti-site, where the IB found below EF [labeled
(4) in Fig. 5(d)] adds a hole-like contribution to the con-
ductivity. The σxx(E)-curve for this system (right panel
of Fig. 7) exhibits a peak below the Fermi energy, not
seen for example, in the TiSi case. Let us note that no
evidence was found for contributions to σii(E) in the case
of CoSi- or CoTi-IBs lying below EF .
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(ii) The strong increase in σii(E) at higher energies,
' 0.18 above EF , is caused by the onset of the minority-
spin conduction band stemming from the Co-d orbitals.
The rise to a plateau of 12 − 14 µΩ−1m−1 appears as
an abrupt jump due to the chosen scale of the figure.
One has to note here that we have purposefully cho-
sen a narrow interval for displaying σxx(E) in order to
emphasize on its E-dependence around EF . We have
thoroughly checked the results against numerical in the
E-range around the raising point by refining the BZ-
integration for a ~k-mesh as high as 6 · 106 points and
found no smoothening in σxx(E). Moreover, the calcu-
lated σxx(E) values correspond to T = 0 K, such that,
at any finite temperature, the sharp steps will be washed
out. For two of the systems, containing the VcCo- and
TiCo-defects, the σxx(E) increase is less abrupt. In these
cases the minority-spin Co band, stemming from the per-
turbed sublattice, is effectively broadened as a result of
alloying. Moreover, the presence of the impurity on a
single Co sublattice [see Fig. 2(b)] destroys the inver-
sion symmetry of the host crystal. Under this condi-
tion, SOC leads to scattering between states that are
no longer degenerate, increasing the magnitude of the
energy-dependent scattering.
(iii) In contrast to the situation above, the positive
slope of σxx(E) near EF observed for the Co2TiSi:VcCo
and Co2TiSi:CoSi indicates a strong energy-dependent
scattering occurring in these systems. Following the in-
version symmetry suppression in the former and the pres-
ence of a strong impurity band in the latter, the electronic
conductivity increases right above EF . In both cases we
suggest that a SOC-mediated broadening and redistribu-
tion of states taking place around the anti-crossing points
is responsible for the observed effect. As pointed out
above in the BSF analysis, additionally created minority-
spin states may borrow mobility, via spin-mixing, from
the majority-spin bands.
B. Seebeck coefficient in Co2TiSi:D
By virtue of Eqs. (8) and (9), the Seebeck coefficient
S(T ) is expressed as the quotient of the first and zeroth
moments of the conductivity. The findings related to the
changes in the energy dependence of σii(E) can then be
directly transferred to the corresponding results obtained
for S(T ) presented above in Fig. 1. One can easily un-
derstand the broad range of values, varying both in sign
and magnitude, obtained for the different kinds of defects
as arising from variations in either L
(0)
ii (denominator) or
L
(1)
ii (numerator).
Assuming an energy-independent scattering, our the-
oretical results predict a positive Seebeck coefficient for
the bulk Co2TiZ materials,
16,20 a finding which is in con-
trast to the large, negative values reported experimen-
tally, reaching as much as −30 µV/K in Co2TiSi/Ge and
−50 µV/K in Co2TiSn.20,23
As seen in Fig. 1, this tendency of a positive Seebeck
coefficient is retained for the systems that have a weakly
energy-dependent scattering, such as CoTi, TiCo, SiTi,
and TiSi. As the temperature increases, the contribution
of the minority-spin electrons becomes more important.
This is because the minority-spin bands above the half-
metallic gap become populated at higher temperatures.
As shown above, in the case of defects with a weakly
energy-dependent scattering the onset of conductivity in
the minority-spin bands leads to an abrupt rise in the
conductivity and thus to a negative, electron-like contri-
bution to the Seebeck coefficient. As a result the Seebeck
drops sharply and becomes negative at elevated temper-
atures for the systems containing CoTi, SiTi, and TiSi.
One notes here the direct relation between the change of
slope for S(T ) and the ever increasing contribution com-
ing from the flat minority-spin band. The exception to
this behavior is represented by the TiCo anti-site where
the presence of the IB below EF was shown to add a
hole-like contribution to the conductivity, a contribution
which is large enough such as to preserve a positive See-
beck coefficient throughout the whole investigated tem-
perature range.
In the systems with a strong energy-dependent scat-
tering, the conductivity was found to be larger above EF
than below. This leads to a negative Seebeck coefficient,
as obtained for the Co2TiSi:VcCo and Co2TiSi:CoSi. We
note that only in these cases the results qualitatively re-
produce the experimentally observed behavior. For the
CoSi anti-site the calculated S(T ) deviates within 30 %
from the experimental data for T ≤ 300 K. As we will
show below, only varying the defect concentration is not
sufficient to further improve the agreement between our
calculations and experiment, which is particularly dete-
riorating at higher temperatures. Indeed, it is expected
that spin fluctuations (not accounted for here) become
important when the Curie temperature is approached,
and that magnon drag effects will lead to an enhanced
thermopower. We note that, within a hydrodynamic
theory of such effects, the sign of the Seebeck coeffi-
cient obtained from an independent-electron calculation
is preserved.63
C. Effect of defect concentration and of group IV
element
We have established so far the needed link between the
electronic structure and, through the energy dependence
of the electronic conductivity, the main features of the
Seebeck coefficient in the Co2TiSi:D systems. We now
extend our analysis to a broader quantitative level by
investigating two effects: (i) a varying defect concentra-
tion, and (ii) different group IV element in the Co2TiZ:D
series.
Figure 8 shows the calculated temperature-dependent
Seebeck coefficient S(T ) for three different off-
stoichiometric compositions x = 0.01, x = 0.03, and
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FIG. 8: (Color online) Seebeck coefficient S(T ) calculated for
several off-stoichiometric native defects in Co2TiSi:D. With
each defect DA modeled as a single-site effective medium
A1−xDx, the dashed, thin solid, and thick solid lines cor-
respond to x = 0.01, x = 0.03, and x = 0.05 respectively.
Panels in the same row have identical scales for S(T ).
x = 0.05. Due to their fairly similar behavior to that of
the CoTi-system, the corresponding Ti anti-sites related
curves TiCo and TiSi have been omitted in this figure.
We start by noting that a monotonous decrease of
σii(E) as a function of defect composition was observed
for all investigated systems. Accordingly reflected in the
integrated quantities defined by Eq. (8), L
(0)
ii decreases
with x irrespective of the defect considered. The differ-
ences in the S(T ) concentration dependence noticed in
Fig. 8, weak for VcCo and SiTi and rather pronounced
for CoTi and CoSi, can be related to the behavior of the
L
(1)
ii term, measuring the asymmetry of σii(E) about the
Fermi energy.
Indeed, if this term remained constant with x, one
would obtain a monotonous increase in the absolute value
of the Seebeck coefficient, |S(T )|, which is obviously the
case for the CoTi defect, panel (c) of Fig. 8. For VcCo
and SiTi [panels (a) and (d)] the nearly concentration-
independent S(T ) indicates an asymmetry term that de-
creases with x, without changing its sign, thus compen-
sating the decrease of L
(0)
ii . Note that, in the case of SiTi,
the shift of the S(T ) peak is caused by a slight upward
shift in the Fermi energy taking place with increasing Si
content. An even faster decrease of L
(1)
ii was found to
occur for the CoSi system [panel (c)]. All these cases
can be understood as a consequence of a broadening and
smoothening, with increasing concentration x, of the ad-
ditional contributions to σii(E) from above EF .
Analogous considerations can be applied when an-
alyzing the dependence of the Seebeck coefficient on
the group IV element Z in the isoelectronic systems
Co2TiZ:D. The corresponding results for all investigated
defects at a net composition of x = 0.03 are shown in
Fig. 9.
Although the conductivity is mainly dominated by
majority-spin carriers, one can ascribe the various differ-
ences in the Z-atom dependence of S(T ) as being mostly
related to changes occurring in the minority-spin channel.
Indeed, the BSFs displayed in Fig. 6 for the Co2TiZ:CoSi
system hint to a nearly unchanged majority-spin DOS
around EF for all three systems with Z = Si, Ge, and
Sn. Yet there is no simple rule, applicable to all defects,
that would explain how σii(E) depends on the atom Z of
the host material. The lack of such a rule is reflected in
the Seebeck coefficient being the largest in Co2TiSi:TiSi
for the TiZ anti-site [panel (e) of Fig. 9] and the smallest
in Co2TiSi:SiTi for ZTi [panel (f)].
We have previously identified three systems, CoTi, TiZ ,
and ZTi, which are characterized by a sudden change
of slope in S(T ) at elevated temperatures. This behav-
ior was associated with the minority-spin bands above
the half-metallic gap becoming populated with increas-
ing temperature. As the offset of these bands relative to
EF increases with Z (see Fig. 6), the peak in S(T ) also
shifts towards higher T -values when Z changes from Si
to Ge and then Sn.
The absence of such a peak in Co2TiSi:TiCo was shown
to be caused by the IB present 0.1 eV below EF , states
introducing a rather large hole-like contribution to the
conduction. A similar IB is present in all Co2TiZ:TiCo
systems, with its relative position inside the half-metallic
gap remaining fairly the same.
For the two defects for which the Seebeck coefficient
had a negative sign, Co2TiSi:VcCo and Co2TiSi:CoSi, we
find this sign to persist for Co2TiGe and Co2TiSn. More-
over, we note that for both defects |S(T )| increases with
increasing atomic number of the group IV element Z,
a rather non-intuitive behavior. Indeed, the calculated
σii(E), which is governing the size of L
(0)
ii , also increases
monotonously along the series Si→Ge→Sn. It follows
that the increase in |S(T )| can only be accounted for by
a much larger increase in L
(1)
ii , the asymmetry term. Not-
ing that the SOC strength also increases as moving down
in the group IV, we conclude that the obtained results are
consistent with the interpretation given about the role of
the SOC in causing a largely asymmetric conductivity.
It consists of a redistribution of states in the systems
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FIG. 9: (Color online) Seebeck coefficient S(T ) calculated for
the selected defects in Co2TiZ:D at 3 % defect composition.
In each panel, the curves corresponding to different group IV
elements Z are represented by the (red) thin solid, (green)
long dashed, and (blue) thick solid lines for Si, Ge, and Sn,
respectively. Panels in the same row have identical scales for
S(T ).
lacking inversion symmetry (as in Co2TiZ:VcCo) and an
increased mobility of the minority-spin IB by mixing it
with the majority-spin band crossing the Fermi energy,
in Co2TiZ:CoZ .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The Ti-based Heusler alloys Co2TiZ (Z = Si, Ge, Sn)
have been studied by means of density-functional cal-
culations with the goal to explore their suitability for
spintronics and spincaloric applications. Since the ideal
Heusler alloys of this composition are ferromagnetic half
metals, it is of particular interest to learn how the half-
metallicity is modified in realistic materials, including off-
stoichiometry and atomic-scale disorder. To this end, the
formation energies Eform of intrinsic point defects have
been calculated, and their consequences for electronic
transport and thermopower have been explored.
While the formation of anti-structure defect pairs by
atomic swaps is generally found to be energetically costly,
our calculations indicate a very high sensitivity of the
ternary Heusler alloys to deviations from their ideal sto-
ichiometry. Once formed in appreciable numbers, point
defects caused by off-stoichiometry significantly influence
the electrical conductivity. Moreover, the Seebeck coef-
ficient turns out to be a sensitive probe for the presence
of defects, even in the simple situation treated here, of
single defect formation, rather than interacting pairs.
The lowest values of Eform are found for VcCo and TiZ ,
followed by the Co-related anti-sites CoTi and CoZ . The
formation energy of TiZ may become negative in the case
of Z = Sn, and is still small in the Si and Ge compounds
(0.48 eV and 0.30 eV, respectively). Under Co-deficient
conditions, the formation energy of VcCo may become
negative for all three alloys studied, indicating that Co
vacancies may occur spontaneously. Intrinsic point de-
fects are to be expected also under Co-rich conditions,
since Eform of CoZ and of CoTi are fairly low (in the 0.3
to 0.6 eV range) for Heusler alloys containing Si or Ge,
while being somewhat higher in Co2TiSn. Hence, any-
thing that comes close to ideal Heusler alloys can be syn-
thesized only under very special conditions when the stoi-
chiometry is met exactly, since slight deviations from sto-
ichiometry, both to the Co-rich or the Co-poor side, are
likely to lead to point defect formation. Further support
for the abundance of defects comes from measurements
of the electrical conductivity, where a high residual resis-
tivity, and only a moderate increase (in the range of 30
to 50 %) from low- to room-temperature, have been ob-
served experimentally.20 This points to a relatively high
concentration of native defects in the material, formed
already during sample preparation.
While one would expect from the density of states at
the Fermi energy a positive Seebeck coefficient in all three
alloys, experiments reported negative values throughout
the whole temperature range.20,23 In this context, it is
important that our calculations of electronic transport
demonstrate a strong effect of point defects on the ther-
mopower of the Co2TiZ Heusler alloys. At defect con-
centrations of a few percent, the results obtained here in-
dicate that the magnetic order and the half-metallicity in
these materials is largely retained. Hence, the majority-
spin carriers dominate the electronic transport, ruling
16
out earlier explanations of the negative Seebeck coef-
ficient being due to a breakdown of magnetism and a
non-magnetic electronic structure. Instead, we find that
the negative Seebeck coefficient is due to subtle defect-
induced changes of the electronic structure that occur
already for small concentrations of CoZ and, to a lesser
extent, of VcCo defects. Both defect types are likely to oc-
cur in Co-rich and Co-poor samples, respectively: While
Eform of VcCo may even be negative, CoZ has a forma-
tion energy of only 0.30 eV in Co2TiSi and 0.45 eV in
Co2TiGe, being second lowest after VcCo. Hence, both
for surplus or a deficiency of Co, the defects with the low-
est formation energy induce a negative thermovoltage.
Thus, the results of our calculations help to rationalize
the experimental findings at low temperatures. In addi-
tion, we point out that, both in ideal Ti-derived Heusler
alloys as well as in many defected materials (CoTi, TiZ ,
ZTi), the minority-spin electrons start to contribute to
the conductivity, and hence also to the Seebeck coeffi-
cient. This is another factor responsible for a persistently
negative Seebeck at higher temperatures.
With the Curie temperature of the Co2TiZ lying in the
range of 380-400 K,20 spin fluctuations are expected to
start to play a role at room temperature and above. Via
the pertinent scattering mechanisms for the charge carri-
ers, they might also have an impact on the Seebeck coef-
ficient in this temperature range. Investigations of such
complex effects, also including the temperature-induced
lattice vibrations as well as a detailed analysis on the
spin-dependence of the Seebeck coefficient will make the
subject of future work.
In summary, the presented computational results high-
light the decisive role played by off-stoichiometry in
Heusler compounds, which must be taken into account
when one wishes to select materials from this class for
specific applications. The thermopower is found to be a
sensitive probe for the existence of defects, but remains
difficult to interpret even with computational results at
hand, in particular in cases where several contributing
factors — different types of point defects, phonon and
magnon scattering — are superimposed.
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